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Placement Director Hired

By Neil Greenfield
NYLS has appointed Vera
Sullivan to the position of Director
of Placement, replacing Robin Ed·
wards who resigned during the
summer recess.
Ms. Sullivan, a graduate student at Hunter College, has worked as a volunteer career counselor
at Hunter and was employed as a
part-time contract solicitor at the
Federation Employment and
· Guidance Center before coming to
(pboto/P. Sehetekultl NYLS.
Our OWD 'folllltaia of youth' hat been dUeovered iD the ~-bue·
Recently, Ms. Sullivan spoke
meat of the 47 baflcliag. Mr. Sc:aaloa, a true adveatarer, much like the o! her plans as New York Law
famed Poac:e de Leooe, recently led toarilta totbiaD&turai·Do'W'iD«IfJrla«.

School Redecorated

By Georp Schwan

As returning students bumped into walls they had not seen
before, the school put the final
touches on the $100,000 renovation conducted this summer. .
With 45 faculty members requiring offices, the renovation
allowed the addition of offices
without renting additional space.
Lost classroom space was
restored by the sectioning of the
large classroom on the seventh
Door of the 57 buildmg into one
classroom and two seminar rooms.
Offices on the fifth floor of the
47 building were eliminated, and
the faculty dining room was enlarged. The room used by employment recruiters for interviews was
also expanded.
Major changes in the lounge
of the 47 building were made. The
pillars, now battleship grey, and
walls have been painted, and room
dividers were added.
The Financial Aid and Placement offices have been enlarged
and moved into this area and some
professors' ofices remain.
The small room in which the
phones had been located is to be
converted into an area for wordproeessing equipment, which be·
cause of their noise-level cannot be
placed in regular offices. The
phones are now in front of the
entrance to the 47 building.
The second floor classroom,
criticized for its poor ventilation
by students and teachers has been
reduced in size to aceomodate the
office cubicles formed by a dividing waU newly-installed.
The previous air Dow problem
has been corrected;- according to
Philip King, Director of Buildings
and Grounds.
King said the problem had
been eaU8ed by uninsulated airconditioning duets which had to
have holes placed in them to allow

(pboto/J. Trietiwuaerl

Vera Sullivaa
School's new placement director.
"My first emphasis is on recruiting," she said, "Thats what Dean
Shapiro wants me to do." But Ms.
Sullivan feels that merely bringing
interviewers to campus is not
enough. She plans to develop a
series of workshops.
The first workshop will be a
resume writing skills workshop.
She feels that most students can
benefit from such a workshop.

"Resumes must be impeccable,
said Ms. Sullivan, "that doesn't
only mean that they must look
impeccable but they must. sound
impeccable. They must speak the
language of this profession." She
feels that. resumes should be
couched in attorney terminology
and contain "action verbs." Ms.
Sullivan feels that a resume should
be unique, but that most contain
extraneous information.
Other Workshop
Another workshop Ms. Sulllivan expects to develop is a
workshop in self-evaluation. This
workshop will enable students to
decide what their individual values
and needs are, what kind of
setting they would want to work in
and what kind of people they want
to work with. According to Ms.
Sullivan "A Jot of students have
been coming in and have responded to my question, "What kind of
area are you interested in?" with
the statement 'I really don't
· know,' and this is very common."
Also planned is a job skills
Continued em page 9

New NYLS Budget

(pboto/J. Triebwuserl

By Jonah Trlebwuser
NYLS will probably spend in excess of $3.5 million dollars during
the fiscal year of 1977-78, according to the chairman of the Board of
Trustees, John Thornton.
In a letter to EQUITAS. Dr. Thornton wrote that approximately
550h of the 3.5 million will be spent on the schOGl's payroll and fringe
benefits. Building operations, maintenance and minor rehabilitation of
the school's grounds will account for 20% of the year's expenditures with
the balance of funds, or 250,i, of the budget, going for educational,
general and adminstrative purposes.
Tuition income: S4 Million
Dr. Thornton expects that the school will collect somewhat less than
4 million dollars in student tuition and fees. The excess monies collected
and most endowment and alumni funds are bein~ held and invested for
the purpose of funding the new NYLS Law Center some time in the
future.

Secretary carries on amid the rubble.
condensation to escape · as well as which contains the freight elevator
the cool air.
door, and a balcony with a view of
The third floor still retains the Church Street.
offices of the student organizations
On the sixth floor, the large
and some professors, but ~he sem- classroom has been reduced to
inar rooms have been converted allow increased office space
into areas with office cubicles to
accomodate the newly-hired professors.
On the fourth floor, the faculty library and offices remain un·
By Harry J. Katric:~Us
A.B.A. held meetings during the
changed.
CHICAGO - The Slte of the course of the convention including
The fifth Door sports new 1977 Annual Meeting of the Amer- panel discussions that ~ere open
wallpaper, few offices and a larger ican Bar Association was Chicago, to the public
faculty lounge.
the great "second ~ity". ThouOne such panel discussion was
In the 57 building, the library sands of lawyers, JUdges, law sponsored by the Section of Inbas new air-conditioning ducts, students and .othe:S gathered in dividual Rights and Responsibil•
d
·
while the smokers' lounge still has several of Chicago
. s finest hotels 1'ti"es. This pane1 mvo
1ve an m·
the most comfortable couches t? conduct a senes of panel discus- quiry into the area of "Obscenity
available.
s1ons, debates and politicking be- Laws and Freedom of the Press"
The eighth floor library
has
a
tween August 4th and lOth.
.
an d was moderated by NYLS
newly-opened room with a table
There were five sessions of De
E Do ald Sh ·
De
for students and more shelf spaee the House of Delegates, the 360- Shapan· ·has tnak
a avp1ro. ct'an
, th 1
·
be
,
akin bod
J.rO
en
ery a 1ve
,or e aw rev1ews. .
mem r poucy-m
_g
y ~f the role in this Section of the A.B.A.
The seventh floor IS one of the A:·B.A. _At these seSSlons, top1cs o!
The theme of this year's Anmost extensively changed. The dJ.SeusS1on ranged from lawyer nUaJ Meeting was "Something for
~ge classroom has been divided advertising to legal ~rvices for Eve one". That was most cermto three smaller ones, one of, the poor. Every Section of the
ry

ABA Annual Convention in Second City
tainly an understatement. The
Calendar of Events for the convention went on for no less than 53
pages of the official program. If
you were interested in something
that had anything to do with the
practice of law, the Annual Meeting offered an opportunity to in.dulge.
The 'nerve center' for the
convention was the Palmer House.
It is the grand old hotel of the
Chicago "loop". Crystal chandeliers and uniformed attendants
abound. There are several eating
establishments on the premises
Continued on page 9
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Alumnus Named Head of Marine and Aviation
Leon H. Tnq, NYLS elasa of
1968 baa been appoiDted CommissioDer of tbe New York City

Transportation Adminiatration's
Department ~ MariDe and Avi·
ation. The M&A Department is
the operator of the Staten Island
Ferry, F1usbing Airport and the
New Yorlt Heliports.
In Deeember 19'16, Mr. Traey
waa named General Counsel to the
Transportation Adminstration,
and ainee August 1969, bad served
as
Assistant
Commission/
General Counsel of the Depart·
ment of Marine and Aviation. He
baa held posts in City Goverment
for ten years with the Departments of Development, Rent and
Housing Maintenance, and Buildings.
Mr. Traey is
graduate of
Brooklyn College and New York
Law Sebool. He waa admitted to
the Bar in Oetober 1963 and
admitted to practice before the
Supreme Court of the United
States in May1967. Mr. Traey told
EQUITAS that be had many fond
memories of NYLS and its faeulty.

a

"I feel very fortunate to be a
graduate of New York Law
Sehool," he said.
The new Commisaioner is the
recipient of the Certifieate of
Merit from the 69th Police Preeinet Community Council; Seroll of
Honor, United Jewish Appeal;
Man of the Year Award, RambamCananie Lodge, B'nai B'rith.
Aetive in religious, civie and
fraternal organizations. Mr. Traey
baa served on the Board of Governors of B'nai B'ritb, and waa
Chairman of the Mayor's Urban
Ac:tion Task Foree in Canarsie for
five years. He is currently a
member of Community Board No.
18 in Brooklyn and AWARE of
Canarsie, a drug counselling organization; member of the Board
of Direeton of the Hebrew Educational Society, its ehairmaD of
Publie Affairs; and a member of
the Catholie-Jewish Council of

~

__

Prof. Aren:son Hosts EPTL Seminar

Twenty present and former
Surrogate Court judges, together
with prominent members of the
Canarsie.
Mr. Traey resides in Brooklyn estate bar, law professors, and
with his wife, the former Sondra legal scholars will participate in an
Friedman, two ehildren and a EPTL-SCPA Update Prgram at
NYLS this Fall, in celebration of
nephew.
the tenth anniversary of the
Estate Powers & Trust Law anp
s*urrogate's Court Procedure Aet
which beeame effeetive September
OFFSET
RESUMES
1,
1967.
WhiJe-U-Wait Serriee•
The two-day program, spon-

XEROXING

PHIUPSON PRESS

•21 w.,.... . . .
12J. . . . . . .
712-8741. f7
XEROX eepies (8~ :sll) 5¢ ..U. (aNn IN. tt each)
OFFSET PRINTING
APPEAL PRINTING
I~ s 11
M Appeals er Briefs
... ....
Nth .w.
(iacbldee W..U.•>
1M tul
$ 5M
Up te Jl ,........ $1.11/pap
HI ....
$1L7t
2t te 7$ . . . . -·· $1.71/pap
1... $1..11
$17.10
71 to lH ,.... .... Sl.H/pap
NEW SEBVICB: Color ealarp..U froa II • • stw.

,...___ of ,.. __..
of L•- F
L--.. l photoa/.J. Trlectwu..rJ
._ .._ oae .... erry - • ·

. C~·Ilea .._Tracy, ..__

sored by the NYLS Office of
Continuing Legal Education. is
schedules for October 28 & 29,
1977 at NYLS and will be moderated by Professor Joseph T. Arenson.
Consisting of panel discussions and leetures, the program is
designed to familiarize practitioners with the eurrent state of the
law in seleeted areas of Surrogate's Court and estate praetiee. It

will focus particularly as the areas
in which the EPTL and SCPA
have been changed over the last
ten years through court decision
and legislative enactments.
For further information on
the program and registration
forms contact Dean Marshall E.
Lippman, in the Office of Contin·
uing LegaJ Education, or Ms.
Lucille Hillman, in the Office of
Alumni Affairs, Public Relations
and Development.

{)/~ The Official Bookstore of NYLS
• LAW CASSEnES
• CASEBOOK$
• RESTATEMENTS
• TEXTBOOKS
• REVIEW BOOKS
• DlcnONARIES
• AND ALL OTHER SCHOOL NEEDS
4'--.......................

"IF WE DON1 HAVE IT ASK US TO ORDER IT"
...................
CALL

212-226-1014
FOI SPECIAL
Low

Prices I

S,ECIALII
lllaa FS.5 Aate Zailre
P• OIJapu 011-1 OM-2

$104.77
KODACHROME IM-36 & 1136
ASA-25-ASA 64 $5.39

INCLUDING KODAK PROCBSSING AND MOUNTING

::.~..

---MO...
MOOR

I ...HY

265

m

'

~~~ 600

&3 ·- ti1

H>INT AND SHOOT WITH

IUILT IN ELECTIONIC FLASH
SPECIAL I'IICB

J 27•77

YIYJTM UNS1S AYAILAILI AT SPICIAL PIK:ISI

HUNGRY?

TRY GIL'S
HOT AND COLD MENU.
.

ALUMNI: 'COME ON OVER'
,.............................................................
.

~

SPECIAL NOTE: THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION OF
NYLS RECEIVES A PERCENTAGE OF .GIL'S BUSINESS.

..........................................................

~

COME IN, SIT DOWN, RELAX
IN THE BASEMENT OF 47 WORTH STREET
M, J & KCOMPANY- 57 Worth Street
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Busy Moot Ct. Semester
By Nuey L. Kram
The Moot Court program this
year promises to be one of much
greater appeal to second and third
year students, and of much greater practieal experience and benefit
to first year year students than
have previous year's programs.
The Moot Court Bop..rd will be
entering teams in several national
competitions in a variety of fields
including labor, tax, international
and criminal law and we invite
inquiries from all students who
would be interested in and able to
do work in any of these areas.
As competitions come up,
their subject matter and rules will
be posted on the Moot Court Board
in Gil's so that all interested
students can compete. NYLS has
consiStently done well in the re· to develop, and how one goes
gional qualifications for national about competing in, and (hopecompetitions, and, as many stu- fully!) winning such competitions.
dents already realize, such exper- this year's Moot Court Board will
ience is an invaluable part of a law be publishing a Moot Court Handschool education. Last year, NYLS book, which will be available to
fielded a team which won the NYLS students, as well as other
Kaufmann Moot Court Compet· students across the country. AJ.
ition, and a separate school team though the handbook may not be
reached the semi-fmal in the Wag- available during the first semner Moot Court Competition.

First year students will, for
the first time, have a structured
moot court program, which the
school will be running with the
help of the Moot Court Board. This
will involve the production of a
brief during the first semester, to
be followed in the s~ond semester
by oral argument.
ln order to aid all students in
understanding what exactly moot
court competitions are, what "lawyerlike abilities" they are designed

The donation ·was described
by NYLS Librarian Professor Andrew Simak as a complete functioning law library, including sets
of Federal Reporters, first and

Fear ofFa ilure

By Mike Solti• and Joe Stavola
Particularly at NYLS, where
there is no undergraduate environment to seek solace in, being
surrounded by legalomani.acs can
be a harrowing experience for the
legal neophyte. The possiblility of
being intimidated is great.

By next year, however, this
year's entering class will realize
that their initial fears were unnecessary. For any entering student interested in worrying about
law school less and enjoying life
more, here are a few guidelines:

lpholo/8. Torino)

ester, we hope to have it out in
time for our own intraschool com·
petition this spring. For those who
have had little or no experience in
moot court competitions, this type
of handbook will be an invaluable
aid in teaching you what other
experienced competitors may already have learned in a much more
mortifying manner.

Prof. Borden Donates Library
By Jouh Trieb,.....r
Professor Arthur M. Borden,
Adjunct Professor of Law at
NYLS has donated the library of
his firm, Borden and Ball, to the
school.

I

Things Not To Be Intimidated By:
-legal-ruled notebooks
-come-ons to buy hornbooks
-yellow legal pads
-three piece suits
-two pi~e suits
-initialed Samsonite briefcases
-any other briefcase
-Cross pens
-Cross pencils
-Pierre Cardin ties
-Dior ~etbooks
-any other designer clothes or
accessories
-watch fobs
-re<:ommended reading lists

second series, New York Supp., People Not To Be Intimidated By:
first and second series, Uaitecl -the registrar
States Reports, New York Juris· -the registrar's secretary
prudence, and numerous digests, -students who buy Black's Law
administrative reportS, texts and Dictionary
form books.
-students who carry an armload
Prof. Simak called Prof. Bor- of books
den's gesture to the school, ''An -students who highlight texts in
absolutely unprecedented and fan- three colors
tastic donation to the library -students who type briefs
which will be of immeasureable
benefit to the school."
-students who tape classes

I

-students who sit in the front row
-stude~ts . who seem to know
everythmg m class .
..
-students who ~Y ~n class Well,
my (husband, ~e) ~ an attorney
and (he, she) S81d...
.
-students who take notes m
shorthand
-students who rewrite their
notes after class
-students who finish their course
assignments by Thanksgiving
-students who carry the New
York Law Journal

Exp~t The Feeling That:
-you will never make it through
-everyone else is more qualified
for law school than you are
-you got in due to a clerical error
-you need to know all the law to
get through
-you should have taken a Latin
course
-you should have bought the
hornbooks
-you're cheating yourself if you
buy Gilbert's
-you can use any help you can get
-you11 never have time to get
through the Gilbert's you bought
-you should have joined a study
group last week
-everyone knows something you
don't
-you are the only one behind in
the assignment
-you shouldn't have gone to the
movies that Saturday night 6
weeks ago
-you should have begun you
outline before Thanksgiving
-even if you make it through, you
will never find a job (Note: this
feeling has been known to extend
beyond the first year).

Equitas News Items in Brief
Pm ALPHA DELTA
The Samuel J. Tilden Chap·
ter of Phi Alpha Delta, a newly
organized law fraternity on campus, is planning an expanded pro·
gram of activities for the coming
year. A series of informal talks by
faculty members on a sp~ific area
of expertise is being organized as
well as film and court-visitation
programs. Also "Tilden" is plan·
ning a re<:eption to mark the first
anniversary of our reactivation
here at NYLS. In order to make
these and our many future programs a success, we are seeking
the help of interested students
who would like to take part in
making Samuel J. Tilden Chapter
a real success at New York Law
School. For more information
about Phi Alpha Delta. Samuel J.
Tilden Chapter, please contact
Helena Yuhas, Justice or Hanet
Tiertz, Vice-Justice through our
mail box at 57 Worth Streeti or
stop by at our fraternity table and
speak to our members first-hand.
In closing, we would like to
welcome everyone, first year and
returning students alike, to a new
year at New York Law School and
hope it will be a worthwhile
experience for all.

Lawyer's Gu.ild Meets Sept. 20
NYLS Professor Miriam
The NYLS Chapter of the Janet Haines, daughter of Mr. and
National Lawyer's Guild will hold Mrs. Frederick Haines, was marits first meeting of the new sem- ried during the summer recess to
ester on Tuesday, September 20. Michael Gary Berger.
1977 at 4:30P.M.
Mr. Berger is an associate
The guest speaker will be Hal with the firm of Pryor, Cashman,
Mayerson of the Legal Aid Soci- Sherman & Flynn. The brideety. Among the topics to be dis- groom was an assistant district
cussed are the history of the NLG attorney in New York County.
at the school, what the ~'LG is,
Professor Haines graduated
and a primer on how to survive the 1714gna cum laude from Barnard
first year of law school.
College, where she was el~ted to
The room number where the Phi Beta Kappa.
meeting is to be held will be
Rabbi Lawrence W. Raphael
posted.
officiated at the ceremony.

New Calendar for 1977/1978
By Harry J. Katrichis
Last spring, the SBA sponsored a school-wide referendum. The
purpose of that referendum was to
determine whether student opinion favored a calendar that would
have fmal exams for the fall
semester completed before the
Holiday Sea.wn.
The student response was
excellent and the referendum
came out in favor of a new
ealendar. During a faculty meeting
in the late spring, the faculty,
feeling that there were serious
notice problems in implcmentinng

the new calendar for this year,
opposed the change for this year
by voting it down. At the following
faculty meeting. the faculty, cognizant of the impressive display of
student support for the new calendar, voted to implement it for the
academic year 1978-79.
Next year you will finish your
fall semester exams before the
Holidays. You will have a three
week vaeation between semesters.
You will finish the spring semester
earlier. You will also start fall
semester classes on Monday, August 23rd.

ESSAY CONTEST
"The Judicial System and the
Individual" is the subject of the
first annual $19,000 essay contest
for law students and attorneys,
established by the National Legal
Center for the Public Interest and
associated regional legal centers
First prize in the contest is $5,000.
In addition seven $1,000 regional
first prizes and fourteen $500
regional second prizes will be
offered. Entry deadline is November 30, 1977. Entry forms and
details for essay submission can be
obtained from the National Legal
Center, Suite 810, 1101 - 17th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.
MORE INTERNS
The New York City Law Department: Esther Barnett Dukes,
Andrew Ira Bronfman, Frank Delcolveraere, Marcy Feller, Allen
Gueldenzoph. EQUITAS reporter
Linda Rawson, Edward Saslow.
Herbert Sontz, Pau1 Steif and
Cary M. Tanzman.
As~iation of Supreme Court
JUBtices: Saul Feiger, Michael
Flynn, Seth Friedland, Robert
Nerboso, Marilyn Schecter, Bar-

bara Smook, and Dennis Spillane.
NYS Attorney General Louis
Lefkowitz: Edward Berger, Daniel
Greenstein, Stephen Jarowsk1.
Kings CoWJty Civil Court:
Benjamin P. Eisenberger.
NYS Workman's Compensa·
tion Board: Stephen Bergman and
Martin Rosenblatt.
Applications are now being
accepted for the 1978-79 JU"dicial
Fellows Program. Two fellows wiJl
be chosen to spend the year ob·
serving and contributing to projjects that attempt to improve
judicial administration.
Apply by Nov. 4
Stipends for the fellowships
will range from $18,000 to $30,000,
depending on the qualifications
and present salary of the can·
didates. The fellowships begin in
September 1978 and have a duration of one year. The application
deadline is November 4, 1977.
Further information may be
obtained from Mark W. Cannon,
Executive D~tor of tbe Judicial
Fellow Commission, Supreme
court of the United States. Wash·
ington, D.C. 20548.

EQUITAB

Rep. Grossman R eports on

SBA Pre•ident'•
Me••age
,.____ By Lintl.ay Bo.enberg ~.....
Upon entering the two NYLs buildings this
one is confronted
with many new and improved additions to the &eilities. While these
alterations should be heartily applauded, I think it is important for the
administration to consider the obvious space crunch these improvements
will generate. With close to 1200 students enrolled and NYLS gaining in
stature and prominence every day, the necessity for a new building has
peaked. It will be the ongoing eoneem of this SBA administration to
work with the sehool in formulating conerete and attainable deadlines
with regard to the building of our new Urban Law Center. If we are to
continue to grow this must be the school's first priority.
By way of reminder, the SBA will have office hours every day in the
47/lounge where any problems, complaints, suggestions, etc., will be
received. If we know what the students feel and need we will be able to
act aecordingly, so please avail yourselves of our office hours.
Within the next few weeks the new SBA-sponsered Advisement
Program will be implemented. Chairperson Gary Reiner informs me that
any upperdass students interested in advising and counselling first year
students should submit pertinent information and qualifications to either
of the two SBA offieea or our mailbox in 57 Worth.
Ftnt Year Orieatadell A lhp 8~
Over the summer and partieularly in recent weeks. several students
have devoted many hours in aiding NYLS Orientation and Registration,
both of wbkb were overwhelming successes. To be thanked are:
Orientation Chairperson, John Reddy: Registration Chairperson, Brian
Sauer: Amy Turner and Ed Reale for their First Year Survival
Handbook; the Orientation Committee: Charles Stanton, Mary Jane
Selafani, Renee Rasky, David Commender, Leonard Ross, Wendy
Grossman, Phyllis Eisenberg, Mary Di Cicco, Moaeyr Calhelha, Sam
Himmelstein, Ellyn Polansky, Peter Merker, James Fishman, Jerry
Weise, Jonah Triebwasaer, Seth Friedland, Brian Sauer, Roberto
Laraquente, Robin Germany, Harry Katrichis, Vincent Del Guidice,
David McQuillen, David Newman, John Herehenroder and Christa
Hoeher; Registration Committee: Harry Katriehis, Renee Rasky , Dave
Commender, Phyllis Eisenberg, Christa Hoeher, John Reddy, Scott
Wein, Wendy Grossman, Sandi Dolan, Helena Yuhas, Stefano Calogero,
William Racolin, Jani Mauer, Fred WeiL Jeff Reisman and Randy
Soloman.
With the continued cooperation of students sueh as these, this year
promiles to be most productive and rewarding for the entire law school
community.

'-----------------------------

ABA/LSD Convention
By LSD Rep. Weady Groeamu
It was a great privilege to
represent New York Law School
at the ABA/LSD national convention. I met people from law schools
in every part of the country and
learned a great deal. I also gained
a great deal of interest and enthusiasm which I hope to share
with the students this year. And,
of course, I bad one helluva good
time.
At the 1977 Annual Meeting
of the American Bar Association
Law Student Division the following resolutions were adopted:
- Support of affirmative action
programs in law school admissions
and legal hiring practices.
- A recommendation that law
school accreditation reports and
the standards by which schools are
measured, be made available to all
interested persons.
- Support of faithful compliance
with the human rights provisions
of the Helsinki Agreement and the
United Nations Declaration of
Human Rights.
- Support of S. 1308, the Legal
Services Corporations
Act
Amendment of 1977. This resolution calls for action on the part of
all law students in the form of
active lobbying.
The full text of these resolutions along with the supporting
reports are available to all interested students in the SBA office.
Also on file are the Division
Annual Report as well as information concerning the activities of

WORKSHOPS:
INTERVIEWING:

The Premier Electrie
Portable Typewriter

00. AND DON'Te

S.C.M.

CAREER EXPLORA110N:
WHAT COLOR 18 YOUR PARA· Mo.clay 8ept.1t 10:00-12:30
w.-.....y Sept. I0:00-1%:30

caO'J'E?

n

Ven SaiJkrua,
Dlred4w of Plaeeaaeat

(photo/J. Trlebwa.,.r)

the substantive sections of the
ABA.
The new LSD President is
Michael R. Hollis from the University of West Virginia. John E.
Carlson from the University of
Puget Sound will serve as Vicepresident. The position of Secretary-treasurer went to Susan
Jane Stedman of Texas Tech. The
new Division Delegates to the
ABA House of Delegates are Patricia R. Long of Boston College
and Howard H. Brown from Delaware Law School of Widener
College. Brown will be serving his
second term as Delegate.

Weudy GroiNIID&Il

SBA Calendar
On Tbareday, September 8, 1977 SBA is sponsoring the first of
many bimonthly Studeut-Faeulty-AdmiDistratioD WiDe aud Cheete
Hoan from 4 to 6 P.M. in the new Lounge at 47 Worth. Admission is
free, so come and meet our professors, administrators, and students.
Saturday, September 10, 1977 at 11:00 A.M. in 47 Lounge, will
make the fu-st SBA MeetiDg of the fall semester. Class representatives,
committee chairmen, and students on Faculty Committees must attend,
and the public is invited as well. (First year students will be electing
class reps within a few weeks.)
NYLS is this year's host for the City-wide First Year Students
Coaferenee sponsored by the Law Student Division of the American Bar
Association, to be held on Saturday, September 24, 1977. Admission is
free and a wine and cheese reception will follow the speakel'S program.
The Second Annual NYLS '"OKTOBERFEST' is scheduled for
Saturday, October I, 1977 at Flushing Meadow Park, Queens. Tickets
are priced at $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for children under 14 years of
age. Unlimited amounts of beer, food, fun, and games will be provided.
The entire law school community and friends are invited. Tickets may ~
purchased from your SBA Rep or by coming by the SBA Office in
47/Lounge or 47/311.
Details of these and other upcoming events can be found on either of
the two SBA bulletin boards, one located by the first floor elevator in 47
Worth and the other in Gil's 47/ Basement.

CORONAMATIC 2200
Diaeoant Price: .........• $249.50
Reduced from ................$119.5t

BOW TO FIND A WINNING JOB s.tvday Oet. 110:00-5:00

F• lllrtber IDfenDatlee, eeatact:

September 19'11

986-3500 Est. 49
Wortla Street

let Flow

JOB HUNTING????

........ CarVWp Ill.... 87. . .

ask for Joe or Bob at
CONCOURSE
91 Worth St.. N.Y.C.

wo

4-3442

(we'.-. 01:1e 11oM w•t of B'wa7)

Typ*i*form, Ltd. provides
individually typed cover
letters, resumes, envelopes,
etcetera, etcetera, etcetera .•.
SHARP, PERFECT COPY GUARANTEED

A GOO'S
C FE

Ccny Atmo•phere ·Fine Wine•
Deliciou• Food. • Rea1onable Price• • Good Y ibes

226-9919
21 6th AVENUE
(Off Walker Street) 4 Blocks from NYLS

OPEN: MON. • FRI. NOON • 3 A.M.
SAT. & SUN. 5 P.M. • 3 A.M.

Fast, efficient service!! t
This is NOT an offset or
duplication process!!!
INTRODUCTORY OFFER (min . 40 copies)
** 90c per page

**

(til 9/15/77)

N.B. Original of this ad was typed
using revolutionary CPT 4200
Word Processor.
Call Seth Friedland at (212)
499-3307; or write:
Typ*i*form, 557 4th St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215
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New PBS Series

Life Of Marshall Portrayed
He is an American as much
responsible for today's United
States as George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson or Abraham
Lincoln, yet Chief Justice John
Marshall is a mystery to the
general public. Now the man
known as "the great Chief Justice''
is the subject of a unique edueationa) project: EQUAL JUSTICE
UNDER LAW, four half-hour and
two ninety-minute public televisi·
ion presentations of some of the
brilliant jurist's most crucial deeisions - decisions which shaped
the course of American history.
Hosted by E.G. Marshall, the
programs were produced by
WQED/Pittsburgh with funding
and consultation from the J udieal
Conference of the United States.
The series is scheduled to air in
four half-hour episodes September
'12·15 at 11:30 A.M. and one one
hour episode September 16 at
11:00 A.M. Two ninety-minute
adaptations of the five episodes,
"Mr. Chief Justice" and "The Trial

of Aaron Burr." are scheduled to
air Saturday, September 24 and
Saturday, October 1 at 6 P.M.
Beginning November 21, the daytime programs will run Monday at
10:30 A.M.
John Marshall, who presided
in the Supreme Court from 1801 to
1835, is remembered for his eonvincing logic and far-sighted opinions.
Each of the three Supreme
Court eases and the trial of Aaron
Burr, which took place in Federal
Circuit Court, helped to determine
the development of the American
Judiciary.
In the first dramatization,
Marbury v. MadiMm, Marshall
claimed for the Supreme Court the
right to determine what violates
the Constitution, thereby sparking
a confrontation with President
Thomas Jefferson. Marshall's
revolutionary decision in this ease
set a precendent for judicial review.

'

Why BRC is not
just anothel-bar review
COI,IrBe•••
it's the best.
The Josephson Bar Revaew Center (BRC) has laterally revolutoon
tzed the concept of bar revoewing by applying pnncaples of teaming
and testing psychology to the unique problem of bar preparation. W1th
the same professoonal expentse that resulted an the Sum snd Substance
of uw series of books and tapes, BAC developed a truly unique bar
revaew program now offered in 14 states.
Several othet bar COUI'M$ ha\le 1m1tated the BRC approach, but
usually the imitatoon has been hmited to cosmetic featureJ or the use
of programmed teamang language in promotoonallotetature. Imitat ion
is the su~eerest form of flattery, but It Is also a real source of confusion.
Pltme take a few minutes to look into each courso in detail. You
won't be sorry and we wall be happy to help you get through the bar
exam.

1

BRC g~ves the only comprehensiw d~c pr1t·tMt in eech
bar tMted area with computer ewlulltion of eadl student and
~ end line m•ences for Incorrect answers.

2
3
4
5
6

BRC give each student comprehensiw practice on New York·
type
questions and more morney-tnded individualized

-v

c:rillques :tMn any other courw.

'

BRC Pl'ovides the nation's only true fll'ogr8mmed learning SYJ·
tern (PLS) Wleh en int.grated paculg and feedbeck progn~m of
penonaliad remforcement.
BRC providti cleucNbla Capsule Outlines wrd complete fii'Oo
. _ . , "t111n and signed New York Law SUmmaries.
BRC provio.~ extensive lectures, written matet!llls and actual
practice on eifective ber exam techniques - both - Y and objective questJons.
BRC provides indtvidual professor experts rn NCh course area
Mid mtegratlld problem sesstons emphasizmg current New York

cases and typicel cross-over questions.
We wolt make every effort to allow you to took us over so you
can take advantage of our tremendous early enrollment benefits. Call
us or talk to one of your campus reps.
CAMPUS REPS

\1,
'\.. \i,Qi /

~-.,-~,:~

NEW YORK V.W SQ<OOL

-

1-

BRC

The course the othefs mrtate
1500 Broad..ay, Su te 501 , New YOO'k, NY 10036. 2121730-7749

.

When he presided over the
treason trial of the former Vice
President of the United States.
Aaron Burr, Marshall tried to
forge the judicial process to safeguard the individual from unfair
prosecution by his own government, as he sought to deflne the
exact meaning of treason. During
Burr's trial Marshall subpoenaed
President Jefferson. Although it
was established then that the
Supreme Court could subpoena
the President of the United
States, the subpoena was never
fully complied with, nor was it
enforced. For decades the decision
remained untested- until Watergate, when a court subpoenaed
President Nixon.
Marshall's decision in the ease
of McCulloch v. Mal'yi&Dd estab·
lished the supremacy of the federal government over the states,
thus laying the foundations of
American government as we know
it now. And the last ease, Gibboaa

lphoto/ PBS)

Aaeoc:iate Justice Bll8b.rocl Wuhillgton {portrayed by Reid Shelton],
left, Chief Justice John Marshall [Ed Holmes] and Asaoeiate Jutiee
Joeeph Story [Ken Costigan] listen to arguments Ia a scene from the
Equal Justice Under Law, to be on the PBS network beginning .
September 12.
v · Ogden looks at the decision Committee and the Conference are
which has been hailed as the eonposed of jurists from the Suemancipation proclamation of Am· preme Court of the United States
erican commerce. More than any and Federal Circuit and District
other decision of the Supreme Courts.
Court it contributed to shaping the
WQED/Pittsburgh, a PBS
United States as a "common mar· National Production Center. wrote
ket" of its members.
and produced the films in consultation with selected historians and
The J udieial Conference of the the Judicial Conference.
United States (whose chairman is
EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger)
granted funds for the production LAW was filmed in WQED studios
of the films through the Commit- in exact reproductions of Martee on the Bicentennial of Indepen- shall's courtroom, home and
dence and the Constitution. The study.

Crime Compensation Supported
SAN FRANCISCO - The
sation is righi. and that would, in
American Bar Association has
itself, be a good reason to pa:~s
urged Congress to adopt legis·
H.R. 3686.
"But the compensation syslation whleh would compensate
vietims of criminal acts.
tern should cause the victims of
"Victim compensation is
presently unreported crimes those who are 'turned orr and
merely the recognition that crimes
-like fires, floods or earthquakes
wonder 'why bother?' or who are
-are a tragedy to which society
lphoto/ EKTI just frightened - to report and
has an obligation to react bu- funded by the federal government aid the police in apprehension."
manely toward those who have should not be limited to federal
He told the committee that
been stricken," said Judge Erie E. crimes, Younger said, "A more "compensation is not all, or even a
Younger, chairman of the ABA honest approach is to analyze major part, or what we, as a
Criminal Justice Section's Com· victim compensation on its merits society must begin to do for the
mittee on Victims.
and to recognize that a citizen victims of crime."
In testimony prepared for a stricken by a crime does not - and
Younger said his committee is
regional House Judiciary s'!beom- should not- have any eoneern for studying proposals on intimidation
mittee hearing, Younger pointed the state/ federal crime distinc- of victims and witnesses and urges
revisions in the professional resout that citizens can protect them- tion."
selves only partially against crime.
Referring to legislation intro- ponsibility standards to reflect
"Victimization potential ean duced by House Judiciary Com- bench and bar responsibility
be adjusted somewhat, but not mittee Chairman Peter Rodino, toward crime victims.
eliminated,
andaction
the theoretical
Younger
said,
right of legal
against a ,__
......._ _
_ _"Victim
_ _ _eompen_...;.._ _ _ __
perpetrator is worth virtually nothing," he said .
First endoreed in 1967
The ABA first endorsed victim compensation legislation in
principle in 1967, Younger said,
because wof its serious eoneern for
the increasing rate of crime, the
gravity of crimes of violence, the
high cost of crime to victim.
"A decade later the crime rate
is ltiD increasing."
The ABA supports compensation for the crime victim, surviving spouse or other dependent if
the victim dies, and for losses
sustained by persons assisting in
the apprehension of suspected
criminals or by persons attempting to prevent crimes.
Stressing that compensation
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To the Editor:
I thought that you and
EQUIT AS readers might get some
"comic relier· while waiting for
grades to come out from these
misspellings and other excerpts
from my students' exams. I have
added some comments and you are
free to add your own.

Family Law
1. Alimony spelled "Alimoney."
[That's from the payor's point of
view. I
EQt IT\S b pullllahf'4 •onthlt lluri.,. the Khool year..,. aa<l forth.. atatlo..u
2. "Harry can get a divorce on the
of So•;l'orll Law Srhool. F..tltorlalo npreMftt the viewa of tho E.Utorlal Board
ground of cruel and unusual punand do Dol nH'<'Marll7 rolltct the opinions aJJCI rlewo of the ..tlllinhtration or
facultt of Now lorl' lAw School.
ishment." (It's gt.UJ.Ta1lteed by the
A.Wr.,.. all ..rr...-ndcllce to EQt ITAS. 1'0•• York Law School, ~7 Worth
Constitutitm, c.m't it?)
Stro~t. N.,. \'•rll, S.l'. lttll. T~l•phone: (~121 965-U". nc. (7, All lot~_ro
and artl<'l•• .,.. ar«P'H ror pul>hratlu aubjec:t to ...Utlntr h confor• to ao}aH
3. "If parties were free to arrange
• .ii11iii"'liiit;•uli.iii"ii"·---~-----------------•ror their own divorce on a whim
before marriage, tbe sanctity of a
societal pillar would be reduced to
dust." [Amen]
4. "The Court in Frontiero was
~
influenced by the passage of Title
VII and the Back Pay Act."
'tt'elcome to the classes of 1980 [doy] and 1981 [evening]. 'tt'e
5. "Anti-nuptial agreements are
ore happy to h<Mt you Join the NYl.S family and hope that your stay
usually held invalid if they relieve
here will b4t a rewording one.
the husband of his obligation of
Our one p14Ke of odvke to you all. Is to get started on your briefing
support." [I would think they
and dosswork now and to maintain a constant pace of work would always be held invalid, since
throughout the semester. If you follow o steady regimen of srudy, you it is the public policy to encourage

Edl.tOn• alS

TY7elcorne
to NYLS
W

should succeed as a low student.
Do not. however, make the srudy of low the sole purpose of your
existence. P.ememb4tr to set aside time for yourself and your family and
friends. 'tt'e also urge you to get Involved In at least one student group
this year. We hope that you w111 attend at least one of the many
functions that the vortous student groups give during the school year.
especially the Oktob4trfest hosted by our Student Bar Assodotlon on
Oaob4tr 1st.
Make Hew York low School your low school by joining fully ln tne
school's academic and social life.

marriage. I

6. "Since she is a young, virile
woman, she may be committing
adultery." [This was not the question about tramse:ruality. 1
7. "He can get an annulment on
the ground of int'antcy."
8. "Another ground for divorce is
incapability." [A cross between
incapacity and incompatibility?]

9. "If the law discriminates on the
basis of race or natural origninal,
the strict scrutiny test must be
applied.''
10. A transsexual is considered a
freak, a pervert, and a fraud all
wrapped into one." [Can't yo" be a
little less judgmental?]
11. "We should get custody of the

[Does tlw.t include matricides, or
just patricidea?]
9. "The business records excep-

tion does not require that. the
declarant be inadmissible."
10. "PlaintiH alleged that defendant's wrecltless driving caused her
injuries.'' [But apparently the-re

was not property damage.]

house and possession ofthe child." 11. "According to the Supreme
[Modern law no lbnger views Court decision in Barbara v. Page,
children as chattels. I
the
Confrontation
Clause
requires.. .'' [/ thought parties'
Evidence
last names were used for case
1. Hearsay spelled "heresay" or names.}
Please assure your readers
"heresy," as in "The expert's testimony is heresy." (You can leave that students are not downgraded
theology out of this.)
for misspelling and the like · it
2. "The Dead Man's Statue is relieves the boredom of grading
involved in this case." [Is that like exams.
Sincerely,
the tomb of the unknou:n aoldier?)
Prof. Nancy S. Erit'.kson
3. "I am not sure whether a
P.S. Contrary to rumor, I do
habeas corpse case is civil or not intend to chage my name to
criminal." (With aMme like that, Erickchild. However, you might
itm1Utbecriminal.]
ask sont\! other people whether
4. "Since the prosecution is trying they are thinking about name
to prove the contents of the bag, changes - for instance, Ms.
the Best Evidence Rule applies." Hillperson, Dean Lipperson. and
(I thought the Best Evidence Rule Professors
Dougalchild,
lw.d to do only with documents. l
Newperson, Silverpetson,
5. "When using the prior bad acts Arenchild, and Nelchild. Oh, and
method of impeachment, excul· also Rabbi Rackpersop.
patory evidence is not allowed."
the Editor:
6. "Judicial notice of administra·
Congratulations on the best
tive facts is very different from EQUITAS everl
judicial notice of legislative facts."
You and your staff have done
[But what about adjudicatt.ve
a wonderful job.
factsl]
7. "One test of a dying declaration Arnold H. Graham, Assist. Dean
is whether the last rights were EQUITAS invites its Teaders to
use this col1tmn freely to comment
given."
8. "Dying declarations can only be on and criticize our articles, and as
admitted in homocide cases.'' a forum on any subject in law.

To

Where Are They? Confessions of ¥a a Lawyer
Yes, readers. It's time once again for EQUrTAS' annual "Where ore
they?" edltortol...
'tt'herels the final examination schedule? You soy It's a Utde early In

the semester to ask? Hot at oil. Lost semester. the exam schedule come
out ot what wos proctlcolly the end of the semester.
The students hove been promised the flnol. offldol examination
schedule earlier this y.or, and that Is o promise that EQUITM wonts
keptl
'tt'here ore the results of the teacher evaluations? Each semester
the srudents hove been asked to "grade" the faculty's performance In a
school-run evaluation progrom. Yet. the results of the post two offldol
evaluations hove b4ten shrouded In mystery.
EQUrTM calls for the release of these evaluations for publication In
this newspaper. 'tt'e b4tlleve that the srudents have a right to know.

Overdue Grades
Where ore the grades? lnaedlble as It may seem. It con toke up
to two months for students to ~e their grodes after finals. EQUrTM
has often called for the posting of grades rather than having srudents
submit to the agony of woltlng for the school to moll the lndMduol
grode reports.
,

NYl.S Dean E. Donald Shapiro has gone on record as favoring the
posting of grades. but has stressed that the ultimate dedsslon on this
Issue rests w1th the faculty.
EQUrTAS Is now In the process of polling eodl member of
the faculty. for the record, to see where they stand. The results of the
poll w111 b4t prlnted In our October Issue.
'tt'e ~ hope that the faculty w1fl re-examine thelt pltor
ondpothy to posting and allow the early release of grodes.

By Dennis Stukenbroeker
Went to a party. Guy with a
sangria in hie; hand asked me the
n•tmber one cliche-question,
"What do you do?" (Number two
is"Have you heard the word of the
Lord?" followed by "Do you play
tennis?) I scuffed my toe in the
wall to wall carpet, embarassed,
smce I'm old enough that I should
have already become a success in
life. "I go to law school," I said.
"Gee, you must be smart,"
said he. Now this man, it turned
out, was a psychologist for the
~ew Jersey Department of Corrections and dealt with lawyers all
the time so he should have known
better. This goes to show the
mystique that still surrounds the
seminal years of people who, in
later life, will be called shysters,
crooks, ambulance chasers and
politicians.
1he law schools themselves
do their best to foster this myth of
intellectual elitism. Can you think
of one that didn't tell you 10 (or 20.
or 40) applied for each one that go
in? Can you also think of anybody
you're going to school with who
didn't apply to 10 or more schools
and is only going to one? Doesn't
that about balance out? In fact, of
all the nerds and misfits you grew
up with, can you think of one who

wanted to go to law school and
couldn't getin somewhere, provid·
ing he could also get in a revolving
door without having to call for
help?
There were 116,000 people
going to law school law year. This
is only one-tenth the number of
people receiving government benefits in New York, but its'
probably everybody who actually
wanted to go. That includes those
to whom it was said, "Look, either
you go to law school like your
father and grandfather or you
move out and get a job, understand?"
I've completed my first year
and found it's no big deal. I'm still
wondering if all those months of
underlining with a yellow felt-tip
have had any permanent effect on
me. My most boring professor said
in his last class, "You're not
innocent anymore.'' My immediate
reaction was, right, I've been
screwed.
The first day I came to law
school I was welcomed into the
club. I was an insider now. and
was exhorted to keep the faith and
not divulge the secret rites to the
laity. Like all secret societies. law
schools have reasons for their
secrets. If outsiders found out
what sort of silliness they actually

get up to so earnestly. they'd be
laughed into· oblivion. (Several of
my classmates brought their wives
along to sit in on classes for a day.
The response was always the
same, "Jeez, and you put up with
that?"( The sooner new students
share this collective guilt the
better.
There have been superficial
changes. I notice people interviewed on the news use ''substantive" a lot, which I don't remember
before. Friends look at you funny
when things like "de minimus''
start creeping into casual conversation (I've cured myself of this
Already). They're also annoyed
when everybody is sitting around
Continued on page 10
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Legal Art Draws Judicious Interest
ByRobFruer
Looking at pictures can be a
pleasant relief after spending long
hours witb printed matter, and the
displaying of prints can enliven
and decorate what might otherwise appear to the eye as a cold,
stark room for legal musing.
Artists working in a variety of
media have explored the law and
its workings from many angles.
Lawyers most often have been the
subject of bitingly graphic satire.
(For example;the fifty odd prints
hung on the first floor of the Bar
Association. 42 West 44th St.,
depict a foibled class of late eighteenth· and early ninetheenth·cen·
tury barristers and solicitors.)
Sources of PriDta
Should you wish to indulge
further, several shops in Manhattan and elsewhere stock originals
and reproductions of legal prints.
The largest selection can be found
at Phyllis Lucas's Old Print Center, 981 Second Ave. at 52 St. A
staff of strong assistants was very
helpful during a recent visit by
keeping a steady flow of exem·
plars before my eyes for over an
bour. The Old Print Shop at 150
Lexington Ave. near 30th St.
carries only origjnal prints of very
high quality, and members of the
staff are most knowledgeable
about the artist represented.
Anachronisms recently open-

ed in the Manhattan Art & Antiques Center. 1050 Second Ave.
at 56th St., for the purpose ot
providing unusual gifts for lawyers. One such offering is a complete run of the legal caricatures
which apppeared in Vaaity Fair
between 1870 and 1913.

Lawyers Arlshop, 1106 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md. 21201,
is a five-year old mail order business founded by David Mason. Its
current catalogue lists twentyseven different prints selected
for their favorable treatment of
the law and lawyers. Many of the

Condition is all important
when pvrchasing a print.
Restrikes and reproductions
abound and fill the portfolios of
many shops. Several are suitable
for framing, but one should not
have to acquire them at the cost of
originals. Beware of hand-colored

Associated American Artists,
663 Fifth Ave. between 52nd and
53rd Sts., carries a wide range of
prints. but most of their legal
subjects were execut~d in the
twentieth century. The entire
stock of AAA has been neatly
matted, and all of the historical
prints are protected in museum·
quality print boxes. The staff is
energetic and well-informed.

orginal prints were located by
Mason in the offices of customers
he visited as a salesmasn for
Lawyer's Co-op.

etchings and woodcuts. While the
result may satisfy the taste of a
decorator, a connoisseur's collection would be free of such repre·
sentations. Mats should be cut
from 100% rag board because of
the harmful acids found in wood
pulp products. If colored matting
is desired, an acid-free liner should
separate the print from the mat.
Prints should be mounted with

English priDts
Andrew Edmunds, 44 Lexing·
ton St., London WIR 3LH, knows
English sources and is able to
quote historical prints at very
reasonable prices.

linen hinges and backed with acidfree board. Scotch tape is anathema.
The Bench by Hogarth
Little of English life escaped
the eighteenth-century pictorial
chronicler, William Hogarth. Here
he depicts four judges of.the Court
of Common Pleas "listening" to a
case. The portly Chief Justice, Sir
John Willes, is preoccupied with
writing. His oversize and inattention emphasized the fact that his
fame as a legal scholar was greatly
overshadowed by his reputation
for immorality. The sleeping judge
with the long nose is Henry
Bathurst; his bedfellow, William
Noel. Sir Edward Clive's inattention is highlighted by his profile
position, located in the background, and his focus on reading
matter.
The convoluted overgrown
robes hide men lacking self-discipline, and their flowing periwigs
attempt to soften and disguise four
stupid - looking
faces .
Hogarth's opinion of judges was
drawn largely from Fielding's
cbaracterizationt of the corrupt
Squeezum in Rape upon Rape
(1730) and Thrasher in Amelia
(1751). At the time this engraving
was executed (1758) Hogarth was
smarting over attacks on his writings on art and found in these four
judges representatives of his
tasteless, undiscerning critics.

BAR/B_RI
Bar Review
New York and Multi-State Courses

Early Sign-up for the New York Bar
save -100.00
Course cost-•325.00 (•225.00 with discount)
A fifty dollar deposit will reserve a seat in the course.
A one hundred dollar deposit reserves a seat and gets a full
set of review books to use during the school year.
For information, talk to one of our
representatives:
Joram Aris · (212) 549-4490
Saul Feiger · (212) 923-6724
Steve Frankel- (201) 868-5128
Seth Friedland · (212) 499-3307

Frank Gioia · (201) 868-2805
Rhoda Grossberg - (212) 677-8313
Nancy Kram · (212) 533-2960
Dave Obarowski · (212) 285-3296

(Clip thu ad and save /CYT future reference.]
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Commencement (~~- Law Services Corp. Budget Increased
, .,
~-at Aaron Burr
'

By lUalan:l Gnat

[Mr. Gnmt did Mt write a colamm for tAil iltue. H()11)6t)er, we are
nnminga tetter from Ais COtUin Sid, a recent graduate oftl&e Aaron Burr
lAw SclwoL It
out to tAe .ame nvmber of lmu.)
I was smiling on Commencement morning. proud of my school and
proud of myself. Soon Justice Willybasket would address us on our place
in ijle honorable profession of law.
I smiled. For one thing, I bad no worries about the future. The
printer was surprised when I ordered 10,000 resumes printed, but that
waa his problem.
It was also a time for looking back. At Aaron Burr I received the
best legal education that money can buy. Cheap at the price. I owed it alJ
to the complete faith and trust of a generous bank loan department. You
can imagine my suprise when I ran into those same officials at a travel
agency I had lately frequented. On the spot, I invited them to today's
ceremony. They, for one, believed that I would graduate. I wish I could
say the same for eome others attending.
Visions of eases appeared in front of me, but the eye doc:tor said that
would pass. It bad been a marvelous three years, an outstanding 1979.
learning experience. As far aa I am ooneerned, you can never use too r much yellow overliner. It's alJ worth stlldying anyway, it will alJ be on I
OKTOBERFEST
the bar exam.
Indeed, three years of concentrated study had boned my mind to a
Oet.l,l977
fever pitch. Train schedules now held no terrors for me.
II A.M. -5P.H.
Only my exams had proved to be a sticky point. I had Trusts at 6
• Food, Faa aDd Foua
P.M. Tuesday and Family Law at 6 P.M. Tuesday. After I reported the
[Beer that ia)
conflict, the scheduling office sent me a revised schedule: Family Law at
6 P.M. Tuesday and Trusts at 6 P.M. Tueaday. Luc:kily, the rooms were
on the same Door.
SI.OO (aDder 14)
After my lut exams were over, I had sold my easebooks to an
evening student.
·
Fbu11ia« M..tow Puk, Qaeeu
"Are you sure they are not new?" she aaked me.
I shook my bead 1ftd moved on.
See Y-SBA ... Today!
Three yean, and now only the bar exam to face before I would be
allowed to help people. Oh. how I wanted to help people.
Dean Jager was introducing Justice Willybasket: an eminent
)unat. a distinguis~ scholar, author of a study entitled Geaenl
Moton: :4 Piti6d ~ Giut. As a youth, Willybasket had attended
law school at night while working in a fJSh market during the day. When
his studymates suggested be go into admiralty law, he took their
good-natured ribbing in ride. He had listened to his father, Old Justice
Willybasket, who had counseled him, ~Take the boring courses, that's
where the money is."

come•

Comm;nting on the new budget, LSC President Thomas Ehrlich said that , "the substantial
increase is most gratifying and will
permit expansion into areas of the
country that are not now served,
although at a somewhat slower
rate that the Corporation's original budget request would have
alJowed."
The plan is based on a minimum level of service of the equivalent of two lawyers per 10 thousand poor persons.
''Although much more re·
mains to be done to meet our
mandate of ensuring that alJ the
nation's 29 million poor will have
available to them the legal services they need, this vote of
confidence by the Congress is a
heartening and important step."
Ehrlich remarked.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - House
and Senate conferees have agreed
on a fiscal year 1978 appropriation
of $205 million for the Legal
Services Corporation, a private,
non-profit organization establish·
ed by Congress in 1974 to provide
financial support for legal assist·
ance to the poor in civil matters.
The Corporation's present level of
funding is $125 million.
Currently 16 million'J)OOr per·
sons live in areas of the .country
where either no legal services
programs exist or where programs
are so severely underfunded that
aeeess to them is only theoretical.
The Corporation's fisc:al year
1978 budget request of $217.1
million was designed to provide aU
the nation's poor with some access
to legal services by fiseaJ year

I
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Law Quotes

The popular Law Quotes contest enters its second year.
EQUITAS invites students,
professors and alumni to submit
quotes about the Jaw, lawyers and
law sehool. The prize? You get to
see your name in print. Send your
law quote, with proper citation,
and your name and class year to:
Law Quotes, EQUITAS, New
York Law School, 57 Worth
Street, New York, N.Y. 10013.

I

LAW (THE). Nobody know• what

itis.

·u

WYERS. Too many in Parlia-

ment. Their jlulgement if warped.
Ofa lawyer who ia a poor speaker,
say: "Ye1, but he know• hu
books. "
-from Gustave Flaubert's
"THE DICTIONARY OF
ACCEPTED IDEAS" translated
by
JACQUES
BARZUN
-Betty Walroad

FINEST CiREEK
FOOD IN TOWN

I smiled at my classmates. Most of them were here. I smiled down at ~=~~~~~~~~===-
the basketball court. You could hardly tell that there had been a game ·
played here last night. I smiled at Professor Hardcastle, the ftrSt faculty
member to cross the one hundred dollar mark on his book list.
Justice Willybasket, a small man heavy with rectitude, strode to the
podium amid expectant silence. Anticipating the value of his wise words,
several graduates bad smuggled in cassette recorders under their
gowns, while others prepared to write on their cuffs. An old habit.
Willybasket peered down at us, gravely, solemnly. One by one, he
made eye contact with every graduating students, staring into our very
souls.
Willybasket then spoke.
''There are too many lawyers," be thundered. "Our society is
OPEN 10 A.M. • 11 P.M.
overrun with legal minds. The job market can barely bold the present
number of law school graduates and still we continue to turn more out
each year."
7 Days A Week
The members of my study group gasped. We alJ looked at each other
(Now Open Sundays)
for confirmation.
"Too many lawyers," Joan repeated. "He must be the building
inspector. I knew this ball was too smalJ. We told the dean."
"What?" asked Mike. "I do not believe this. There is a time and
place for everything and this is not one of them. Why is he saying those
things?"
Same Prices for Lunch & Dinner
"Can't you see the TV cameras and reporters?" Dave said, "When
would be get a chance for press coverage?"
" Yes," Willybasket went on, "Our system of law is unresponsive to
the gtievances of daily living. We are the richest country in the world
and we do not have a pattern of adequate access to legal remedies that
are available in lesser developed parts of the world."
"Too many lawyers," Joan said again. "What does be expect us to
do, draw lots? You know, I wanted to go to medical school after I got my
Ph.D. in English literature, but I couldn't bear being caJJed Doctor
Doctor."
"I wanted to be an accountant," I told them. "But I bad a severe
psychological problem. They caJJed it an H & R Block."
"They can't throw me out," Mike said. "I have a family to support."

Rnest Kfnes &Beer
*

*

OUR SPECIALTIES

* Souvlaki
* Shish Kebab
* Spinach Cheese Pies
* Hommos & Felafel
* Cheese Pie
* All Greek Pastries
* Shrimp Kebob
* Pasticho
* Moussaka

Tel: 221-6322
109 WEST BROADWAY

Comer Reade Street
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ABA Report From Chicago
••

Cot&timl.ed from page 1
and private formal dining rooms
take up several floors of the hotel.
Just sitting in the multi-story
hotel lobby, one recognizes the
fragrance of ''old money".
Wbat does one do at an
A.B.A. convention? Well, I at·
tended a panel discussion on legal
education, a committee meeting on
the development of the states'
securities laws and regulations
and. of course, parties galore. I am
not a member of the Law Student
Division of the A.B.A. and there·
fore belong to no A.B.A. Sections.
Having few, if any, responsibilities
at a convention is by far the best
way to attend one. The panel

discussion on legal education was
less than enlightening. The committee meeting on states' 'blue
sky' laws was fascinating, but far
too technical to absorb here. The
parties were fantastic! As was the
panel discussion on "Obscenity
Laws and Freedom of the Press"
(which I will devote an entire
article to in our October issue).
Of course, t he law students
who attended the convention
through the auspices of the Law
Student Division of the A.B.A.
were relegated to the "children's
table", which for this convention
meant the Bismarck Hotel.
Lindsay Rosenberg, president
of the Student Bar said that this

separation was by choice as far as
the Law Student Division was
concerned. Rosenberg, who is also
Lieutenant Governor of the Law
Student Division's Second Circuit,
stated that last year. when the
annual meeting was in Atlanta,
the law students were scattered
all over the city.
Rosenberg said this created
problems in communication among
Division members at that convention. I don't agree with the Chicago alternative. U there is ever
going to be an exchange of ideas
between the people who are
"there" and the people who are "to
be", it can't come about in an
atmosphere of mutual isolation.

DIGITAL TELEPHONE TIMER
GRS Instruments Inc. has
developed a new consumer -electronic product directed towards the
legal profession. The GRS Model
100 Telephone Timer allows attorneys to control telephone costs and
effectively manage their time.
Features include all solid
state electronic and push button
start-stop operation. The timer
uses four ordinary penlite batteries and ha,<; a bright tenths of
minutes, minutes, and ten of
minutes LED display.
The GRS Model 100 Telephone Timer is fully portable and
can also be mounted directly to
most telephones, thus making it
ideal for timing calls, conferences
lpboto/ GRS I and consultations.

Placemen t Director to Plan Workshops

EQUITAS OPEN HOUSE

do?"
When asked what students,
particularly third year students.
should do about looking for a job
she said, "Now is the time to start
thinking about a career. Now is
the time to take the time; you can't
sit back now and say 'I don't have
the time, my work comes first, •
you have to establish priorities."
Students should start to get their
resumes together, evaluate the
resume and decide if it is the best
way of presenting the student.
In a nutshell, Ms. Sullivan
hopes that "by working with
others the students here will find
out that they could help other
Basement 4 7 Worth St. Next to Gils.
people, that they have jdeas they
can share with others and others
have valuable ideas that they can
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • lated ambitions with them. But. share with them and that there
she cautions, she is here to help
students clarify the issues, not to really is a job out there for
provide answers to "what should I everybody."
C<mtinu~d

Monday, September 19, 1977
11 AM-3 PM

5PM - 8PM

Free coffee cake and soda

Students and Faculty invited.
New staff welcome.

from page 1

workshop. Here the students will
decide what are their skills and
which skills do they want to use
and how they go about finding a
job. Students will learn "how to
organize your job search in a
methodical way so that you can be
efficient, especially when you have
so much work to do right now."
Ms. Sullivan hopes that through
"role playing" students will learn
how to interview and how to
present their strengths and minimize their weaknesses.
Another workshop being
planned is one on assertion training which she call "an area where
men and women, especially
women, can really learn to grow."

100 o/o Pass
New York Bar Exam
The Results Are Out

U you know any June 1976 graduate from any school who took the Pieper
nightly Bar Review Seminar and bi-weekly Essay Writing Sessions in New York
City then you know someone who today is admitted to practice by t he Appelate
Division of New York, because THEY ALL PASSED THE NEW YORK BAR
EXAM.
In fact since the Pieper Course began in 1975 NO ONE FROM New York Law
School has failed the New York Bar Exam after taking Pieper.

ISN'T THAT WHAT A BAR
REVIEW COURSE IS ALL ABOUT !
Speak to former graduates of New York Law about the Pieper method.
Lecture in New York City
with tape course at Hofstra Law School

PIEPER BAR REVIEW
The Seminar of Bar Reviews

-Class Size limited
- Emphasis placed on essay writing
with individually graded essay
exams
-Class participation encouraged

-Special home cassette
study course
-Nightly testing
-Free repeat course

Write for further information and FREE CPLR Statute of Limitations Chart.
1539 Franklin Avenue, Mineola, New York

Tel. (516) 747-4311

The new Placement Director is
also trying to set up panels of
alumni to tell the students about
their career:; and call her when
they know of a job. She said that
many alumni have reacted favorably to her idea.
According to Ms. Sullivan the
ultimate purpose of these workshops is to have students "working
together learning about how to
find a job because I cannot do
placement and I don't do placemeat. It's not my responsibility.
My responsibility is to usist students in finding a job. The best
way I can do it is in workshops."
Ms. Sullivan will also see students
individuaJJy, by appointment, to
discuss their particular career re-

Burr Graduation
ContmtUd from page s
"I have two children," Joan said, "But we can have the ceremony
performed next week."
Pointing his finger, Willeybasket said, "Our profession tends to
attract in certain sectors persons motivated by greed. Self-interest
rather than responsibility to society has motivated the actions of the
profession. U lawyers do not accept their social responsibility, society
might make greater use of arbitration, mediation and small dispute
tribunals."
"Too many lawyers," Dave snarled. "Just tell me what the justice is
doing about the problem." ·
"He bad a vasectomy," Joan guessed.
The justice continued, his gestures getting more vehement, his
voice now hoarse.
"You greedy swine," said Willeybasket. "You ffith."

"I shall have to ask you to step outside," Dave informed the justice.
Clutching the podium, Willybasket advanced forward, and fell off
the platform, landing on his head.
"Someone help him," a voice said.
Dean Jagger looked at the situation below his feet.
"It doesn't look like a legal problem," he confessed.
With those words, the justice stirred and rose onto his hands and
knees. Blinking, he studied the audience. He climbed back on the
speaker's platform.
Smiling sincerely, his voice trembling with warmth, Willybas.ket
told the graduates, "I wish you all the luck in the world. You have
received a splendid education at Aaron Burr. I pray that you continue ·
the advances my generation made. You will bring honor to the great
urban law school. Go forth with our pride and our hope."
We all stood on our feet and applauded and cheered for fifteen
minutes. I will never forget this day.
Commencement, shemcement, as long as you graduate, right?

PaplO
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Continued Confessions of One-Third of a Lawyer

C<mtifaued from page 6
watching Kojaek and you're in t he
corner muttering, "He can't do
that."
It annoys friends even more
when they hit you up for free legal
advice and find out that after all
those thick books you read, you
still know bugger all about the
legal aspects of their everyday
lives.
I have corrected a few misconceptions. I suppose it's some
sort of progress to raise your
knowledge up to the level ohero. I
was out in the real world for a few
years before coming back to
school, where people are expected
to do something and where if you
don't produce enough surplus val·
ue you get the sack.
I remembered what college
was like, but for some reason I
expected this to be different. It
was a professional school. half· way
between academia and reality.
There had to be a little cost
effectiveness, some goal oriented
productivity. I thought 1 was
coming to Law School to learn
Law. What I learned, of course,
was School. again. The same t hink
only different. A whole new level

of B.S.. They say they're training
you to think like a lawyer. What
you're supposed to do is learn to
think like a law student.
As an undergraduate, I knew
from the time I was a freshman
that college is a holding institution
for non-adults and a subs1dy for a
haywtre economy. If colleges were
closed, almost 10 million students,
professors, administrators, custodians and book salesmen would be
in the welfare lines. (Remember
those jerks you went to high
school with who took welding?
They're in Saudi Arabia making
$15,000 a month, tax free.) Nobody I went to college with
expected to get jobs out of it.
unless they stayed in the system
to become teachers. Most of them
had been in school for so long they
didn't even know what jobs were.
It still works that way. At the
above mentioned party I also met
a recent Ph.D. in Art History
who's now happily in Blooming·
dale's management training program. (Stop by housewares and
say hello.)
After going through all that,
fd hoped when I got to profession-

You can learn law with out
going to law sch ool,
but you can't b e a lawyer
than learning any real Ia\\ . The
school tacitly admits you gotta
take a bar review course anyway.
What's important is learning the
law school rules, written and
unwritten. Traverse the rite of
passage. Become accepted by the
tribe.
I took a whole year of Civil
Procedure without once seeing R
complaint. I took a whole year of
Property without once seeing a
deed or even talking about titles.
Holmes said the life of the law is
not logic but experience. So where
is it?
Clinical courses are becoming
popular and are offered in limited
subjects to people who are still
around after the first year. I'm
sure they're done with the best of
intentions, but after 18 years of
experience with classrooms, I'll
reserve judgment until I take
them. Linking classrooms with
real life is like putting an onion
next to butter in the refr1gerator.
It doesn't hurt the onion, but it
sure stinks up the butter.
Antioch and a handful of other
schools run teaching law firms,
attempting to meet the real needs
of the students and the legal needs
of the community. I'm sure necessity will eventually win out over
the pedants and law students will

al school there would be a practical
aspect to it. I was wrong. The
pedants had gotten t here before
me. Long before.
My second misconception was
thinking law school was a trade
school when it's actually a rite of
passage. This was my own fault . It
was freely admitted by every
professor I talked to, and I could
have found out for myself beforehand with some preliminary inquiry.
You can learn law without
going to law school, but you can't
be a lawyer unless you go to
school, therefore, school, getting
through school, is more important

NYLS students
welcome as always

It's not too early
to think about the
barexa01.
About 10,000 people wtll enroll on BRC's extraordinary barreview courses thii year rn Now York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Cali·
fornia and a number of other states. Once you have invesugated the
vanous courses you will see why and, tn all lrkelrhood, you w1ll be one
of them. If you can look mto the ISSUe now and make your d1<11ce •
before October 31. 1977, there are a substantial number of "early btrd
benefits."

e SAVE $1 00.

You may enroll tn BRC's Programmed learning System New Yorlt course for $225- SlOO less than lhe tuition after
October 31 (Pennsylvama and New .Jer1ey applicants save $75 on
turtion.l A $10 deposit wtll freeze the.doscounted price for you

e

FREE USE OF OUTLINES BRC 1978 Comprehensive Law Summanes are ovarlable now. Summer updated materials will be supplied
when avatlable at no extra charge. A $75 deposrt is all that ts neces·
sacy to get the books now

• FREE DRY RUN COURSE. Enrollees fOf the Summer 78 course
(or later) may altend iltiV or all of BRC's Wtnter 781ecture$ at no
extra cost
• CASH DISCOUNTS ON SUM AND SUBSTANCE. Early enrollees
may purchase dorectly from BRC (by ma I or at any off~eel Sum and
SubstanCe books al)d tapeS at a substantial drscount (10% on books,

20% on tapes) . Lrmot one of each book or tape.

e FREE EARLY NEW YORK PRACTICE COURSE.

Early enrollees
may attend the Arthur Miller New York Practtce course grven in the
Sprmg at no extra cllarge.

• FREE TRANSFERS. Should you dec de to transfer your SRC ~
rollment to another state before April 1, 1978, you may dow at no
extra charge
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be liberated by something resembling medical internships or British solicitor's articled clerkshaps.
Unfortunately. by that t ime I'll be
long gone.
The thing I did learn after one
year of law school is, it's an
initiative test. If you wait for them
to tell you, or do it for you. you'll
be the last in line. Lawyers are
supposed to be people who do
things for (to?) other people. Law
students, if they want to go out
with more than they came in
with, have to learn to do for
themselves. The answers you need
are practical answers, "SO a theoretical school is going to fail you in
the end. If students are going to
use law in the real world, they will
have to learn it like kids seem to
learn to read and write these days,
in spite of school. not because of it.
Schools divide students
against themselves with grades,
class ranks and competition for
law review. This creates t.he myth
that it's the only game in town and
leads students into attitudes of
acquiescence to authority, conformity, and to cutting cases out of
the reporters. The best t hing any
school can ever be is a forum . Unfortunately. very few students
take advantage of that. They're
too busy with the prescribed rites.
If students want to improve
their legal education, they are
better off working with and helping each other to learn law and put
it into practice. Students have a
greater motivation and capacity
for change than ~chools. But then,
I've always put professors in the
same category as bosses and
landlords anyway.
If anybody is interested in
some serious bubble gum card
trading, I'll swap four '"Whizzer''
Whites and a Frankfurter for a
Melville W. Fuller (to make up a
set).
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Student Seeks to add J.D. to her M.D. Degree
By Nelaoa Seitel
During the day, Dr. Vi_vien
Boniuk performs delicate eye surgery and, as an Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Pathology at the New York Medical
College, she teaches medical studdents, and residents about diseases of the eyes and procedures
for their treatment.
At night, she is a third-year
law student at New York Law
School, where she is a member of
the New York Law School Law
Review.
ViaitillgiDMoecow
During the month of June she
was in Moscow on a fellowship
granted by the John C. Fogarty
International Center. an affiliate
ofthe National Institute of Health.
While there she studied Soviet
procedures for the treatment of
eye disorders, long-term effects of
intraocular lenses and delivered a
series of lectures to Soviet physicians on ocular pathology.
She was drawn to the study of
law, Dr. Boniuk says, by her
intellectual curiosity and because
of the "pervasiveness of law in
every area of human behavior."
Her practical application of her
legal studies has thus far been
limited to participation with some
physicians and lawyers in prepar·
ation of defenses in medical malpract.ke actions. She has not been
a defendant in a malpractice suit.

...
(plaoto/J. TrlebwauerJ

Dr. Boaiak at work
While she is not a militant
A native of Canada, Dr.
feminist, she is acutely conscious Boniuk earned her medical degree
of obstacles, sometimes subtle, in in 1968 at Dalhousie University
the way of professional advance- Medical School in Nova Scotia. She
ment for women. For example. was admitted to the medical school
she does not anticipate being after completing a two year precalled upon in the near future as an medical program at the Univerexpert witness in a medical mal- sity's undergraduate department.
practice suit. In soft tones that' She was a resident at Barnes
suggest a warm and compassion- Hospital, an institution of the
ate manner, she believes that "the Washington University Medical
lawyers' perceptions of juries are Center in St. Louis and a fellow in
such that they feel t hat a jury will ophthalmic pathology at Baylor
give greater credence to the University in Houston, Tex.
testimony of a male physician who
is qualified as an expert than to
She is a Fellow of the Canadthe testimony of a female phys- ian Royal College-of Surgeons. In
ieian who is equally qualified."
the United States she has passed

Crossword

her medical boards in ophthalmology.
Among her published medical
papers have been those on ocular
dysfunction among infants whose
mothers have contracted German
measles during pregrancy, congenital eye diseases in children,
and visual problems confronting
pe~ns with mental retardation,
particularly among Mongoloid
children.
J
First Article on Law
Her first article in the legal
field will be published in the fall
edition of the New York Law
School Law Review.
It is a
critique of pending leglislation
dealing with quality control in the
manufacture of medical devices.
Her basic thesis is that proposed
legislation is inadequate in that it
fails to deal with the qualifications
and training of the medical practitioners who prescribe and insert
such devices in the body of the
patient.
In the normal course of time,
Dr. Boniuk will join a select group
of people who have degrees in law
and medicine. A total.of 225 such
dual-degree holders. comprising
about half of all those qualified.
are Fellows (members) of the
American College of Legal Medicine. Eight women are Fellows of
the College. Of the twenty Fetlows in New York, one is a woman.
She is Dr. Judianne Densen-Gerber, executive director of Odyssey

Institute, who is active in programs for the rehabilitation of
drug addicts and in child abuse and
neglect.
The College also awards Honorary Fellowships to persons who
hold a degree in either law of
medicine but have made special
contributions in the field of legal
medicine. The only Honorary Fellow in New York is Dean E.
Donald Shapiro, of New York Law
School, for his published studies in
legal medicine. The late Dr. Milton
Helpern, who for many years was
New York City's Medical Examiner, was also an Honorary Fellow
for his work in forensic medicine.
Dr. Boniuk, in looking forward to the date of her admission
to the Bar, plans to remain primamarily in the medical field but
hopes to branch into some area of
legal-medical practice.

(The editors wish to thank the
New York Law Jolli'DAI j()T allowing u.s to reprint this article.)

by Gene Szuflita
22. And wife (Lat.)
23. At issue in Eiaen v. Carlisle &
Jacquelin
25. Petitioner in landmark procedural case (1939)
26. Lord
27.
v. Jones&. Laughlin
Steel Corp.
29. No charge for the shipping
30. 2nd Rest. of Torts might call it
"inherently dangerous"
32. Edge
35. The one with the ..Quick
Index"
36. Procure
39. What petitioner had seized in
Youngstown Sheet &. Tube
44. Grafts
48. Law of the state where the
subject matter is located
49. For our own good (Lat.)
50. Respondent in 25 ACROSS
52. Not Elsewhere Specified
54. Chemical compound suffix
55. Quasi in - 57. Word with neither
59. "The law cannot be
defective ... •· (Lat. abb.)
62. Unlawful and forcible carnal
knowledge
64. Letters (arch.)
69. Publisher of certain reporters
72. Ambassadors, deputies, etc.
74. A.B.A.'s monthly publication
(abb.)

79. Last resort (abb.)
81. Private or civil wrong (2
words)
82. Sum
83. ConLaw case denying positive
enforcement of 15th Am.

37. What 25 ACROSS was
38. __ is
40. Seller (abb.)
41. Toss
42. Bicentennial plus one
43. Organization of International
(1876)
States (abb.)
84. Lawless and unchaste ones
44. Wager
85. Declares
45. Where a Bazilian's riparian
rights might be found
DOWN
46. Movement
47. Urge
1. Widow's legal bequest
49. He gets the curtesy
2. A single quantity
51. Thus
3. General gr~up
53. Rush _ _ Judgement
4. 16th Am. provided for it
56. Prefix with feasance and
5. Negative
practice
6. Detest
57. Render null and void
7. Packed for shipment
58. Slow the growth of
8. Wrongdoings
59. _ _ pendens
60. Administer an oath
9. Land occupier
10. What Mr. Dumpty took
61. Point of debate
11. _ _ Traction v. Wilshire 63. Punishable
(Unilateral contract ease)
65. Hides
12. A single time
67. Mediterranean island
13. "See you in _ _ ..
68. What the seal was at Common
14. Against
Law
Answer in October Is~
15. Those with largesses (abb.)
70. Non-pssessory incorporeal
23. Opponent of Cons. Party
interest in another's land
24. Mistake
(abb.)
26. Poor sportsperson (2 words) 71. Plural abb. for 82 ACROSS
28. What gorillas are (2 words)
73. Acknowledge and justify and
16.
--One
29. _ _ v. Farson (in personam
act done
ACROSS
17. Counsel's written argument
ease)
74. Judgement Notwithstanding
18. Persons unkown (abb.)
31. Sirica's Circuit
the Verdict
1. Contracts Prof.
19. - - - - f e w, lose a few
76. Might be 69 ACROSS' 33. What to do at a probate 75. _ _ v. Minnesota (1st Am.
20.
v. Plumer (360 U.S.
6. According to statute (abb.)
case, 1931)
hearing (2 words)
competitor
11. Not transitory (Cf. U viaptoa
460)
34. Prosecutor
80. You (lat.)
77. Pertaining to admiralty
v. J effenon)
21. Pretty
35. Dined at (2 words)
82. Teaching Assistant (abb.)
78. Require
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